**113741-11K**
Lockup Control
Plunger Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Jerking on coastdown
- High engine RPM
- No lockup

**113741-21K**
Oversized Secondary
Pressure Regulator Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Push belt slippage & pulley failure
- Chatter on acceleration
- RPM surge on acceleration
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL21 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

**113741-04K**
Oversized TCC Limit
& Lube Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Engine stall on engagement
- No lockup
- Increased RPM during acceleration
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL4 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

**113741-13K**
Oversized
Torque Converter Pressure
Regulator Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- TCC slip codes
- Overheating
- Lube failures
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL13 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

**113741-22K**
Oversized Lockup
Control Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Jerking on coastdown
- High engine RPM
- No lockup
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL22 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

**33417N**
Primary & Secondary
Pressure Sensor
Fits either of 2 Locations
Helps cure:
- Shift concerns

**113741-09K**
Oversized Primary
Pressure Regulator
Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Chatter on acceleration
- High/Low line pressure
- Pulley breakage
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL9 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

**33510N-02**
Pump Flow Control Valve

**33510N-01**
Oversized Pump Flow
Control Valve
Both Fit ‘07-Later Only
Helps cure:
- Delayed engagement
- Push belt slippage
- Low pump volume
Note: 33510N-01 Requires tool kit F-33510-TL & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

**113741-19K**
Oversized Secondary
Pulley Control Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Belt slippage & pulley failure
- RPM surge or chatter on acceleration
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL17 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

**113741-01K**
Solenoid Regulator Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Chatter/Noise on acceleration
- No ratio change
- Increased chain & pulley wear
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